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ABSTRACT. If enough subgroups of a group satisfy the Frattini argument in
the group, then normality is a transitive relation within the group. Subgroup
functors are used to specify what enough is.

1. Introduction.
This article is an outgrowth of the investigation into functors
which satisfy the Frattini argument.
By a functor, we mean an association to
each group G, a collection f{G) of subgroups of G such that if a: G —> G is
a monomorphism,
then f{Ga) = {Ua\U G f{G)}. Several types of functors have
been explicitly formulated in the literature, e.g. Gaschütz functors in [1] and Sylow
functions in [10]. Of course, the idea has been implicit when associating to a group,
its Sylow subgroups, its system normalizers or its /-injectors, where J is a Fitting

class.
In attempting to better understand the nature of injectors for Fitting classes,
the notion of a Fitting functor evolved in [2]. A Fitting functor is a functor / which

satisfies the additional property: if N < G, then f(N) = {U n N\U G f{G)}.
If / is a Fitting functor and G is a group, then / satisfies the Frattini

argument

in

G provided for each U G f(G) and each K < G, G = K ■NG{U D K). Theorem 7.2
of [2] and Theorem 3.10 of [3] give interesting characterizations
of Fitting functors
which satisfy the Frattini argument in each finite solvable group. Noting the general
nature of the proofs of these results, it seemed of interest to investigate the groups
in which a given functor satisfies the Frattini argument.
This is the context in
which the groups in which normality is a transitive relation appeared. In §2 we
forge this connection and in §3 we investigate functors for which our work in §2 is

applicable.
All groups considered

are finite. Any unusual notation

will be explained as it is

introduced.
We use F{G) for the Fitting subgroup of the group G, and Fï{G) is the subgroup

of G such that F2{G)/F{G) = F(G/F{G)).
Finally recall that a Dedekind group is one in which each subgroup is normal
(cf. [9, p. 139]). There is more than the obvious connection between Dedekind
groups and those groups in which normality is a transitive relation (see [9, §13.4]).
2. Subgroups
which satisfy Frattini
arguments.
The Frattini argument
is a familiar one. In various contexts it is used to factorize groups. Here we isolate
a few of these contexts with the definitions below and study the resulting concepts.

2.1 DEFINITION. Let U < G.
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in G provided

for each K o G with

U < K, G = KNG{U),
(ii) U satisfies

KNG(UDK),

the Frattini

argument

in G provided

for each K < G, G =

and

(iii) U satisfies the strong Frattini argument in G provided for every H < G with
U < H, U satisfies the Frattini argument in H.
As the terminology is meant to convey, the strong Frattini argument implies the
Frattini argument. Likewise, the Frattini argument implies the weak Frattini argument. The successively stronger definitions are the result of adding a persistence
condition. For instance, U satisfies the Frattini argument in G exactly when U C\K
satisfies the weak Frattini argument in G for each K <\ G.
The notion that a subgroup satisfies the Frattini argument was incisive to the
development in §7 of [2]. Obviously, normal subgroups and maximal subgroups
satisfy the strong Frattini argument.

2.2 PROPOSITION. IfU «
G, then U <G.

G and U satisfies the weak Frattini argument in

PROOF. Let K < G with U < K. That G = KNG(U) implies UG = UK. (Here
we use the notation

U«

AB = (Ab\b G B) for any A and B subgroups

of G.)

Since

G, if U Ï UG, there would be W < UG = Uu° such that U < W < UG.

This impossibility forces U = UG.
This result reminds one of an analogous result about pronormality. We recall for
U < G, U is pronormal in G provided for each g G G there is a: S {U, U9) such that
¡J9 = Ux. Many newer texts have sections and problems dealing with pronormality.
We will assume this is a familiar topic.
A related notion is "normally embedded." U is normally embedded in G provided
U < G such that for each prime p, there is a normal subgroup Np for which a
Sylow p-subgroup of F is a Sylow p-subgroup of Np. The paper by Chambers [4]
provides much information about subgroups with this property. In particular, if G
is solvable, any normally embedded subgroup is pronormal.
In light of 2.2 we provide an example to distinguish these properties.

2.3 EXAMPLE. Let G = S4, the symmetric group of degree 4. Let H —
((1 2 3 4)). H is pronormal in G, since any two distinct conjugates of H generate
G. H does not satisfy the Frattini argument in G, for otherwise (letting F4 be the
normal subgroup G of order 4) H D V4 would be a normal subgroup of order 2 by

2.2.
On the other hand, if U = ((12)), U satisfies the Frattini argument in G since
U intersects each proper normal subgroup trivially. U is not pronormal in G, for if
it were, U would be both pronormal and subnormal, and hence normal in a Sylow
2-subgroup of G containing U. This is not the case.

2.4 PROPOSITION. LetU < G.
(i) IfU is pronormal in G, then U satisfies the weak Frattini argument in G.
(ii) If N <\ G and U satisfies the Frattini argument in G, then UN/N satisfies
the Frattini argument in G/N.
(iii) If N <¡ G and U satisfies the weak Frattini argument in G, then UN/N
satisfies the weak Frattini argument in G/N.
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argument in G and G is solvable, then U is

PROOF, (i) Let K < G with U < K. Then if g G G, (U,U9) < K. But U is
pronormal and so there is k G K such that Uk = U9. Hence G = K ■NG(U).
(ii) Suppose N <¡ G and U satisfies the Frattini

argument

in G. For K < G

with TV< K, G = K ■NG{Un K) < K ■NG{UN n K) since UNnK = {Ur) K)N.
Consequently UN/N satisfies the Frattini argument in G/N.
(iii) Same proof as for (ii) works with restricted K < G.
(iv) Here we use the fact that if for any N < G, UN is pronormal in G and U
is pronormal in NG{UN), then U is pronormal in G.
Proceed using induction on |G| and let A7 be a minimal normal subgroup of G.
From (iii), it is apparent that UN/N is pronormal in G/N. From this it follows
easily that UN is pronormal in G.
If NG{UN) < G, then since U satisfies the strong Frattini argument in NG{UN),

U would be pronormal in NG{UN).
It remains to consider the case UN < G.

By the Frattini

argument,

G =

UNNG(U) = N -NG(U). So for any g G G, there is n G N such that Un = U9 <
UN. If UN < G, then by induction

U is pronormal

in UN and so U is pronormal

in G.
Finally, if G = UN, the solvability of G forces U to be pronormal in G since
then either U = G or U is a maximal subgroup of G.
Our intent is to be more encyclopedic about these properties and their interrelations in subsequent work. Here we produce only what we intend to use in §3.
Recall that a metanilpotent group G is one in which G = F2(G). We denote
the class of metanilpotent groups by M2. If G G N2, then G is solvable and all
quotients and subgroups of G are metanilpotent.

2.5 PROPOSITION. Let G G M2, p a prime and U a p-subgroup of G. The
following are equivalent:
(i) U satisfies the strong Frattini argument in G,
(ii) U satisfies the weak Frattini argument in G,

(iii) U is normally embedded in G,
(iv) U is pronormal

in G.

PROOF. That (i) implies (ii) is clear. To deduce that (ii) implies (iii), use
induction on |G|.
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. From 2.4(h) and induction, there is

K < G such that UN/N G Sylp{K/N). If N is a p'-group, then U G Sylp{K) and
then U would be normally embedded in G.
On the other hand, if each minimal normal subgroup of G is a p-group, then
F{G) is a p-group and consequently F{G) = Sylp(G). Hence U < F(G). But then

U is subnormal in G and then by 2.2 U < G.
That

(iii) implies (iv) is valid in any solvable group as is shown by Chambers

[4]Finally to prove that (iv) implies (i), we again use induction on |G|. Observing
that if U < S < G then U is pronormal in 5, it is only necessary to show that U
satisfies the Frattini argument in G.
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Let K < G. Suppose then A7 is a minimal normal subgroup of G. It is easy to
see that UN/N is pronormal in G/N and so by induction and considering inverse

images, G = K- NG{UN n KN).
If Opl(G) = 1, then F{G) = Sylp(G) and so U < F(G). But then U is both
pronormal and subnormal in G and so U < G.
We may then suppose A is a p'-group. Note that then UN !~lKN = ([/n F)A

and so NG{UN n FA) = AG((C/ n F)A) = NNG(U n F) by a standard Frattini
argument.

If A < F, then from above G = F • AG(f/ n F).

On the other hand, if

A n K = 1, A < Cg(K) < NG(UnK).
Thus, from above, we see that in all cases,
G = KNG(U n F) and so F satisfies the Frattini argument in G.
3. Inclusion
classes and ¿-groups.
We now return to investigate functors
and Fitting functors as defined in the introduction.
Given two functors / and g, we define / C g provided /(G) Ç g{G) for each group
G. This inclusion relation defines a partial ordering on a collection of functors.
For some useful functors, let us establish notation for this section. For a group

G,
s(G) = {U\U<G},
w(G) = {U\U < G, U satisfies the weak Frattini argument in G},
a{G) = {U\U < G, U satisfies the Frattini argument in G},
$(G) = {U\U < G, U satisfies the strong Frattini argument in G}.
From §2, we have $ ç a ç w Ç s.
The inclusion relation can be used to obtain some isomorphy classes of groups.
3.1 DEFINITION. Given two functors /, g, the inclusion class of / in g is

I{f,g) = {G\f(G)Cg(G)}.
The first result is trivial but of such usefulness we make special mention of it.

3.2 REMARK.Let f,g,h be functors with g Ç h. Then

(i) I{f,g)Cl{f,h),
{n).I{h,f)Çl(g,f).

'

The origin of this paper traces back to the question: "What can be said of
a group in which each subgroup satisfies the Frattini argument?"
In seeking an
answer, we were led back to work of Gaschütz [5]. Recall that a group G is called a
T-group if normality is a transitive relationship in G. A solvable T-group is called
a t-group. These ¿-groups are well understood (cf. Robinson [9, §13.4]).

3.3 THEOREM (GASCHÜTZ [5]). Let G be a solvable group. Then G is a tgroup if and only if there is L < G such that (1) L is a Hall subgroup of G, (2)
G/L is a Dedekind group, and (3) each subgroup of L is normal in G.

3.4 THEOREM. Let G be a solvable group. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) G is a t-group.

(ii) GGl{s,$).
(iii) Ge J(s,w).
PROOF, (i) => (ii). One consequence of 3.3 is that every subgroup of a ¿-group
is a ¿-group. Thus it is sufficient to show if G is a ¿-group, then G G I{s, a).

Let U ÇG and F < G with G a ¿-group. Let L < G satisfying (1), (2), and (3)

of 3.3.
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By (3), U D K fi L < G. Routinely, C/n/iflLisa
Hall subgroup of U n K.
By (2) of 3.3, [U n K)L < G and so {U n ÜC)Líl/í = (!/n F)(L n K) < G.
Consequently U n F/Ü7 n F n L is a Hall subgroup of (U n FT)(Ln F)/F n/iflL.
From applying

a standard

Frattini

argument

in G/U il K (1 L and returning

to G,

it follows G = FAG(t/ n K). Therefore GgI{s,%).
That (ii) => (iii) is clear.
(iii) =►(i). If G G J(s,w) and H < F < G, then F < AG(Ff) and G =
KNG{H). Thus H <G and so G is a ¿-group.
If G is a simple group, then each subgroup of G satisfies the Frattini argument
in G. 5o uniiY otherwise noted: All groups are solvable.
We address the question: "For which functors / does !(/, a) = ¿-groups?" From
3.4 and 3.2, ¿-groups comprise the smallest class which can occur as I{f,a) for
any /. Many different functors may give the same inclusion class. Thus it seems
reasonable to seek / such that I{f,a) = I{s,a), but / is small in the inclusion
partial ordering. Since the Frattini argument is defined to be persistent in normal
subgroups, we consider, mainly, Fitting functors.
Let us list some Fitting functors which appear to be valid candidates. For crossreference and motivation, we refer to the articles by Peng [6] and Robinson [7,

8].
3.5 DEFINITION. For a group G, define
1(G) — {U\U is a cyclic p-group for some prime p},

h{G) = {U\UGl{G),U<F2{G)},
k{G) = {U\U G h{G), U < F(G)}.
Obviously k Ç h Ç I. From Beidleman, Brewster, and Hauck [2], it is easily
deduced that h, k, and / are Fitting functors. We can identify I(k, a).

Let Ç = {G\ if U < F(G), then U < G}.
3.6 PROPOSITION. J(rC,w) = § = I(k,a).

PROOF.

If G G I{k,w),

then every cyclic p-subgroup of F(G) satisfies the

Frattini argument. Since F{G) is a nilpotent subgroup of G, each cyclic p-subgroup
of F{G) is also subnormal. Hence, by 2.2 each cyclic p-subgroup of F(G) is normal.

Easily then, G G g.
Obviously G ç J{k,a)C

J(fc,w).

It is apparent that if A < G G g, then N G g. However, the following example
will show subgroups and quotients of groups in Q need not be in Q, nor are groups
in g necessarily ¿-groups.
3.7 EXAMPLE. Let 53 denote the symmetric group of degree 3 and H the
nonabelian group of order 21. Let G = S3 x H.

Certainly G G Q. If Q G Syl7(G), then G/Q <£g. Similarly a Hall {2,3}subgroup of G does not belong to Q. Since subgroups of ¿-groups are ¿-groups, G
is not a ¿-group.

3.8 PROPOSITION. I{h,a) = t-groups= I(h,w).

PROOF. By 3.4 and 3.2, if G is a ¿-group, G G I{h, a) Ç I(/t,w).
On the other hand, if G G I{h,w), then G G J(fc,w) C M2. Hence, h(G) = /(G)
and so by 2.5, G G I {I,a). Thus by 2.5 and remarks in Robinson [8. p. 778], G is
a ¿-group.
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To reach a smaller functor is possible. Let hç,{G) be the maximal members of
h{G). ho is not a Fitting functor, but we get the following corollaries, since each
subgroup of a cyclic group is characteristic.

3.9 Corollary.

I(h0,a) = t-groups.

3.10 COROLLARY.If f is any functor such that ho Ç /, then I{f,a) — tgroups.

3.11 EXAMPLE. Let g{G) = {U\U is a cyclic p-subgroup of G} and let g0(G)
be the maximal elements in g(G). From 3.10, and the argument showing 3.9,
I {go,a) = ¿-groups.
However, note that go(Si) consists of conjugates of ((12 34)), ((12 3)), and
((1 2)), each of which satisfies the weak Frattini argument in S4. Thus I(go,w) ^

I (,9o,a).
Finally we comment on the solvability hypotheses that have been inherent since
3.3. Recall a p-nilpotent group is one with a normal p-complement.

3.12

LEMMA. If p is the smallest prime divisor of \G\ and each cyclic p-

subgroup of G satisfies the strong Frattini

argument in G, then G is p-nilpotent.

PROOF. Let U be a p-subgroup of G. If F is a cyclic group with V < U,
then V satisfies the Frattini

argument

in NG(U).

By 2.2, V < NG(U) and so

NG(U) < NG(V). Also
CG{U) = P|{GG(F)|F

is a cyclic subgroup of U}.

But for each such cyclic V, NG(V)/CG(V)

is a p-group since NG{V)/CG(V)

is

both a section of G and isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(V). Then NG(U)/CG(U)
imbeds into the direct product YI{Ng(V)/Gg(V)\V
is cyclic, V < U} and so is a
p-group. Thus by Frobenius' Theorem [9, 10.3.2] G is p-nilpotent.

3.13

COROLLARY. Let f be a functor. Suppose for each group G that if p is

the smallest prime divisor of \G\, then f(G) contains
Then /(/,$)
consists entirely of solvable groups.

all cyclic p-subgroups

The proof is omitted since it is a straight induction from 3.12.
solvability of groups of odd order, the following is equally obvious.

of G.

Utilizing the

3.14 COROLLARY. Let f be a functor such that f(G) contains all cyclic 2subgroups of G. If G G J (/,$), then G is solvable.
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